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Across

2. Somewhat embarrassingly, a song from this 

popular video game (with a recent netflix 

adaptation) made its way into your top 5 songs 

of 2021

7. Thank the lord you did not end up with this 

as one of your top 5 genres

12. This artist with a couple Grammys on him, 

a couple plaques aye, has some certified bops 

that found his way to the top of our blend

13. This artist has songs begging a player to 

select a healer and pleading for a dragon to 

take its tyranny away, they also have made 

multiple appearances at BronyCon

15. Your top song of 2021, a Jon Brion 

masterpiece that you listened to188 times.

16. This artist's song Somebody I Fucked Once 

goes stupid hard

18. The bar that won unequivocally won Harry 

the rap battle against Luke mentioned this 

house

19. This artist probably has the most hits of 

any modern pop artist, but the only one that I 

love is Love Story, you like a lot more though.

20. You might not be as big of a fan of this 

band as your sister is, either way there's a story 

at the bottom of this bottle and I'm a pen

Down

1. This artist has gone on record to claim that 

allegedly cows are farting right now

3. Very happy you introduced me to this band, 

even if the tickets I bought were just a tad 

overpriced

4. The singer of this song laments not even 

being able to parallel park, something she 

probably has in common with yourself

5. Even though you have some objectively bad 

songs in your top 100, at least none of them are 

from this obsessive genre

6. This artist became my top artist of 2021, 

singing 4 of his top 5 songs, and was shown to 

him by you

8. It is all too easy to speed when listening to 

this Paramore Song

9. This artist (now legal) is responsible for a 

Happier Than Ever, one of your top 5 songs of 

2021

10. This band's most famous song plays at the 

end of Fight Club. (Still looking for it btw)

11. This band threatens to roast your parents 

on a spit if you can't show them a word that 

rhymes with its name

14. You’re still holding out hope that these 

guys can come back together for a reunion tour

17. You might not be as big of a fan of this 

band as your step-sister is, either way there's a 

story at the bottom of this bottle and I'm a pen


